## Agenda Topics

1. **Introduction**  
   Monika and Christina

2. **Student Representatives**  
   a. ASWSU  
   b. GPSA  
   c. International Students  
   d. GLBTA  
   Courtney Hoch  
   Laruen Beebe, Yi Rai (Eva) Hui, and Linh (Sarah) Tran  
   Matthew Long-Rhyne

3. **HWS Updates**  
   - New Benefits for Continuous Doctoral Status Students  
   Dr. Garcia, Donna Hash, and Bruce Wright

4. **C&TS Updates**  
   Dr. Nichols and Dr. Hosford

5. **Graduate School**  
   Pat Sturko

6. **Wrapping Up**  
   Monika and Christina

**NEXT MEETING:** February 16, 2011